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a b s t r a c t

Process discovery is an essential discipline within process mining, which deals with the data-
driven generation of insights into operational processes. From event data that capture historical
process executions, process discovery algorithms learn a process model describing the execution of
the various activities involved. Such discovered models are crucial artifacts used by many process
mining techniques. Most existing process discovery approaches can be classified as conventional—they
function like a black-box approach and often learn models of poor quality from event data. Cortado
is a software tool dedicated to interactive process discovery that lets users gradually learn process
models from event data. Cortado leverages domain knowledge and insights extracted from data to
develop process models in an interactive manner gradually. We describe Cortado’s architecture and
functionalities that contribute to the overall goal of interactive process discovery.
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1. Motivation and significance

The execution of processes in organizations, ranging from
production to administrative processes, is often recorded in great
detail by information systems. The generated data, referred to
as event data, contain valuable information about the various
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Fig. 1. Overview of the architecture of Cortado, which consists of a backend written in Python and a frontend based on web technologies.

xecuted process activities, such as temporal and resource infor-
ation and in which context they have been performed. Process

mining [1] analyzes such event data to generate insights, such
as discovered process models [2], temporal performance diagnos-
tics [3], and conformance checking statistics [4]. Process mining
techniques are applied in broad industries, for instance, in health-
care [5,6], manufacturing [7], education [8], auditing [9], and
supply chain management [10]. What all these process mining
applications ultimately have in common is the goal of supporting
process improvements in a data-driven manner.

Process discovery [11] is an important sub-discipline of process
mining that deals with learning a process model from event
data. Many discovery algorithms exist; we refer to [2,11,12] for
overviews. Most algorithms are fully automated—users cannot
influence them during their execution, i.e., during the process
discovery phase, apart from parameter settings. To this end, in-
teractive process discovery approaches emerged to exploit user
knowledge in addition to event data. In [13], an overview of
domain knowledge utilizing process discovery is presented.

This paper presents the process mining tool Cortado, allowing
users, for example, researchers and process analysts, to discover
a process model from event data in an incremental, interactive
manner. Users can interact with the process discovery algorithm
implemented in Cortado at any time, for instance, by selecting
process behavior to be added next to the model under construc-
tion or by manually editing the model. Cortado combines various
process mining algorithms that serve the overall purpose of in-
teractive process discovery. Cortado was first introduced in [14],
which covers an early version of Cortado. This paper provides an
overarching view of Cortado and its various functionalities added
over time. Further, we elaborate on Cortado’s impact on research.

We describe Cortado’s architecture and functionalities in Sec-
tion 2, while Section 3 provides illustrative examples of Cortado.
Section 4 discusses Cortado’s scientific impact. Finally, Section 5
concludes this paper.

2. Software description

Cortado is an end-user process mining tool offered as a stan-
dalone desktop application supporting all major operating sys-
tems.1 The source code of Cortado is available on GitHub.2 We
present Cortado’s architecture in Section 2.1, followed by an
overview of Cortado’s functionalities in Section 2.2. We deliber-
ately keep the overview of Cortado’s functionalities at a high level
of abstraction and refer to specific publications presenting the
implemented methods and algorithms in detail.

2.1. Software architecture

Cortado is composed of a Python-based3 backend and a fron-
tend based on web development technologies. Fig. 1 illustrates
the main architecture. The backend and frontend communicate
via webservices and web sockets.

2.1.1. Backend
The Python library Cortado-core is central to Cortado’s back-

end, cf. Fig. 1. This library implements algorithms and methods
for incremental process discovery [15,16], temporal performance
analysis [17], process execution variant detection [18], variant
querying [19] and conformance checking [20]. Since the Cortado-
core library implements essential algorithms for incremental pro-
cess discovery, it can also be embedded into other software
projects and considered an independent contribution. Cortado-core
uses various other Python libraries, such as PM4Py4 providing
different process mining functionalities and ANTLR [21] for the
variant querying functionality.

The backend around Cortado-core is essentially an application
programming interface to the frontend, i.e., it bundles functional-
ity from Cortado-core into webservices tailored to the frontend.
For this purpose, we use the framework FastAPI.5 To bundle

1 Available at https://cortado.fit.fraunhofer.de/.
2 https://github.com/cortado-tool/cortado
3 https://www.python.org/
4 https://pm4py.fit.fraunhofer.de/
5 https://github.com/tiangolo/fastapi
2
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Table 1
Excerpt of a real-life event log from a loan application process [22]; each row
describes an event containing information about the execution of an activity.
Events having the same case ID constitute a process execution. Note that events
typically include much more information than shown here.
Case ID Activity Timestamp . . .

173688 A_SUBMITTED 2011-09-30 22:38:44.546000+00:00 . . .

173688 A_PARTLYSUBMITTED 2011-09-30 22:38:44.880000+00:00 . . .

173688 A_PREACCEPTED 2011-09-30 22:39:37.906000+00:00 . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . .

205101 A_SUBMITTED 2012-01-30 18:41:02.165000+00:00 . . .

205101 A_PARTLYSUBMITTED 2012-01-30 18:41:02.300000+00:00 . . .

205101 A_DECLINED 2012-01-30 18:41:35.174000+00:00 . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . .

the backend, including Cortado-core, into a single executable
package, we use PyInstaller.6

2.1.2. Frontend
The frontend is built as a web application. Thus, we use web

development languages like HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and Type-
Script. As an application framework we use Angular.7 For the
various visualizations within Cortado, for example, the process
model editor or the variant explorer, we use the JavaScript li-
brary d3.js.8 Further, we use the Electron9 framework to create
ross-platform desktop applications.

.2. Software functionalities

This section provides an overview of Cortado’s functionalities.
hese are divided into: event data handling, incremental process
iscovery, conformance checking and temporal performance analysis

(cf. Fig. 2).

2.2.1. Event data handling
Process discovery starts from event data capturing historical

process executions; Table 1 provides an example even log. We
refer to [23] for an introduction to event data. As real-life event
logs often have data quality issues [24,25], event data handling,
comprising preprocessing and filtering, is vital when applying
process mining [26]. Various techniques exist to cope event log
quality issues, for example, [27–29]. Further, real-life event logs
often contain a large number of different process executions,
making it challenging for process analysts to explore the data as
provided. Cortado, therefore, summarizes the event log by group-
ing individual process executions into process execution variants
that are visualized within the variant explorer allowing users to
visually explore the event log, cf. the variant explorer depicted
in Fig. 2. Said variants group individual process executions with
identical ordering relationships between the executed process
activities. Cortado implements a novel variant definition [18]
that extends traditional, sequence-based variants to include and
visually represent temporal overlaps of activities, i.e., partially
ordered event data.

Although variants group process executions, the number of
variants can still be vast, and their visual exploration can be ex-
hausting. Therefore, Cortado provides a query language designed
explicitly for querying variants [19]. The query language allows
specifying complex control-flow patterns. Executing queries re-
sults in variants that satisfy the specified patterns. The focus
on control-flow patterns originates from the overall goal of dis-
covering process models—most process model formalisms focus

6 https://pyinstaller.org/
7 https://angular.io/
8 https://github.com/d3/d3
9 https://www.electronjs.org/

primarily on control-flow structures of activities. As such, users
can utilize the query language to explore and filter event logs.

Furthermore, although event data often contain very accurate
timestamps (at the millisecond level), it is only sometimes advan-
tageous to analyze processes at this level of accuracy. Therefore,
Cortado allows users to set the time granularity of the provided
event log. Changing the time granularity influences the ordering
of activities within variants.

Finally, Cortado allows users to extract manually and mine
frequent variant fragments from existing variants; further, users
can also freely model variants/variant fragments. Said variants
and variant fragments are the essential input for the incremen-
tal process discovery approach. In short, event data handling in
Cortado includes exploring, filtering, preprocessing, querying, and
visualization of event data, cf. Fig. 2.

2.2.2. Incremental process discovery
User-selected variants/variant fragments (referred to as vari-

ants for simplicity in the following) are the crucial input for
the process discovery phase, cf. Fig. 2. By selecting a subset of
variants, the user controls the evolution of the process model
being discovered. First, an initial process model is discovered
using a conventional process discovery algorithm [30] on selected
variants or imported into the tool. When an initial process model
is in place, the user selects variants from the variant explorer to
be incorporated into the process model. The selected variants and
the process model are then plugged into the incremental process
discovery approach [15], which updates the process model such
that the resulting model represents all selected process behavior.
The extended process model then serves as an input in the
next incremental iteration. During incremental process discovery,
users can optionally freeze model parts of the process model
that is used as an input of the incremental process discovery
approach [16]. Frozen model parts are not altered by the incre-
mental process discovery approach when extending/modifying
the process model. Thus, any future model will always contain the
frozen sub-model parts. Note that the above-described iterative
approach can be executed multiple times by the user, who con-
trols the progress of process discovery in each iteration by the
variants selected and by possible manual changes to the model,
as indicated in Fig. 2.

2.2.3. Conformance checking
To compare the discovered process model, including inter-

mediate process models within the incremental discovery ap-
proach, with the event log provided, Cortado features confor-
mance checking [4]. Cortado implements alignments [20,31], i.e., a
state-of-the-art conformance checking technique that provides
diagnostics on the mismatches between the observed (i.e., event
data) and modeled process behavior (i.e., the process model).
Consequently, the user can compare the process model with the
event data at any time during incremental process discovery.
These diagnostics help users to make informed decisions about
which variants to add further and provide an overview of the
current process model to which degree the observed behavior
from the event log is covered.

2.2.4. Temporal performance analysis
Cortado features temporal performance analysis functionali-

ties [17]. These techniques make it possible, for example, to iden-
tify slow process stages or activities, i.e., bottlenecks within the
process. Aside from the general importance of these techniques,
they are beneficial in interactive process recognition because
temporal performance statistics can help users to decide which
process behavior to incorporate into the process model incremen-
tally. For example, one is interested in learning a process model
3
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Fig. 2. Simplified overview of Cortado’s functionality that can be distinguished in three primary functional themes: (1) event data handling, (2) conformance
checking/temporal performance analysis, and (3) incremental process discovery.

that shows how slow process executions are conducted. Such
process models, focusing on a specific subset of process behavior,
can be further used for advanced process mining techniques; for
example, to simulate particular process changes and their impact
on process performance [32].

3. Illustrative example

This section introduces Cortado’s various functionalities from a
ser’s perspective. Fig. 3 depicts screenshots of its user interface

(UI) that show sample functionalities regarding event data han-
dling and incremental process discovery, cf. Fig. 2. Cortado’s main
UI is shown in Fig. 3(a). The upper part of the UI contains the

process model editor; in the screenshot, an already discovered
process model is visualized as a BPMN [33] model. In the lower
right part of the UI, an activity summary table is displayed, listing
all activities from the event log. The table shows statistics about
the frequency, whether the activity is a start or end activity, and
whether the process model that the user incrementally discovers
contains this activity. To the left of the activity overview, the
variant explorer is visible. Initially, only variants detected from
the event log are presented. However, users can manually add
created variants to this set using the variant editor, depicted
in Fig. 3(b). Further, users can mine frequent patterns from the
variants by invoking the variant miner, cf. Fig. 3(d). Users can add
the mined variant fragments to the list of variants. Fig. 3(c) shows
4
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(a) Screenshot of Cortado’s overall user interface. The process model editor is located in the upper part, currently showing a

The green checkmark respectively the red cross mark indicates whether the variant is represented by the current process

model or not. Finally, in the lower right part, an activity overview is presented.

(b) Variant editor that allows the manual creation of variants.

In the shown screenshot, a variant prefix, i.e., a variant fragment,

is modeled, indicated by the three dots in front of the variant.

(c) Variant query editor allowing to specify control-

 flow patterns. Executing a query results in an

updated list of variants in the variant explorer

satisfying the constraints.

(d) Variant miner that allows for frequent pattern mining from variants, i.e., prefix/infix/postfix patterns. Frequent patterns are

shown in the middle, similar to the variant explorer. On the left, users can configure settings for frequent pattern mining.

On the right, filter options provide options to explore the result set.

BPMN process model. In the lower left, the variant explorer is located, visualizing variants from a real-life event log [22].

Fig. 3. Screenshots from Cortado showing selected functionalities from event data handling and incremental process discovery, cf. Fig. 2.
5
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(a) Conformance view of the variant explorer—projecting conformance diagnostics onto variants; red highlighted activities indicate

that these could not have been replayed in the process model

(b) Conformance view of the process model editor—projection of conformance diagnostics on models; activities not highlighted in

green indicate that they were not performed for specific process executions recorded in the event log

(c) Performance view of the variant explorer—projecting temporal performance statistics, i.e., service and waiting time, onto variants

in the variant explorer

(d) Performance view of the process model editor—projection of temporal performance statistics, in this case, waiting times, onto
process models

Fig. 4. Screenshots from Cortado showing selected functionalities from conformance checking and temporal performance analysis.
6
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n example of the query language implemented in Cortado. The
uery language facilitates the exploration, filtering, and finding of
ariants. To incrementally extend a process model, users select
ariants in the variant explorer by the checkbox icon and start
ne iteration of the incremental process discovery approach via
button ‘add variant(s) to model’, cf. Fig. 3(a).
Fig. 4 depicts screenshots showing functionalities from con-

ormance checking and temporal performance analysis. In general,
aid techniques use the event log and a (discovered) process
odel as input. Conformance checking techniques [4] compare
odeled process behavior, i.e., a process model, with recorded
rocess behavior, i.e., event data, to find deviations between
he two. Cortado visualizes the resulting conformance checking
iagnostics by projecting them onto the variant visualizations,
f. Fig. 4(a), but also on the process model. Fig. 4(b) depicts the
variant explorer in conformance view; colors indicate deviations
between the process model and the observed process execution
variants, i.e., behavior that should not have happened at this
point according to the process model. Finally, Fig. 4(b) shows
a process model where the color grading indicates deviations,
i.e., the redder the color, the more often this activity in the model
has been skipped in the recorded process behavior, i.e., the event
data.

4. Impact

This section briefly reviews the impact of Cortado on interac-
tive process discovery and process mining in general. We outline
existing publications of algorithms and methods implemented in
Cortado and highlight emerging research questions arising from
Cortado.

Cortado serves as a platform for interactive process discov-
ery techniques and related research contributions. Various novel
algorithms and approaches have been implemented within Cor-
tado [15–20]. Especially for interactive process discovery tech-
niques, it is of great importance to have end-user-focused imple-
mentations to evaluate these techniques with users. Furthermore,
interactive process mining must be considered as a more compre-
hensive approach that is only complete and viable when different
techniques are combined, as indicated in Section 2.2. In this way,
Cortado contributes to considering and implementing interac-
tive process discovery as a comprehensive and holistic approach.
Since Cortado is a mature prototype, real-world use cases can
benefit from the tool and use it beneficially. Therefore, there is
a broad possibility to use Cortado outside of research.

By tightly coupling different methods and algorithms with
the overarching goal of interactive process discovery in Cortado,
interesting new research questions are emerging. For instance,
insights into the use of interactive process discovery approaches
are still little researched [34,35]. To this end, Cortado is currently
serving as an interactive process discovery tool in an ongoing use
case study; the study aims to identify the benefits of interactive
process discovery in a concrete use case.

While process mining generally encompasses many algorithms
and techniques, process analysts’ application of these algorithms
and techniques in practice and their needs and requirements
for process mining techniques have been little studied. Recent
work started to explore how process analysts work by identify-
ing practices [36] and challenges [37,38]. To this end, Cortado
offers unique opportunities for studies to explore how users,
i.e., process analysts, can benefit from interactive process discov-
ery techniques in process mining projects.

Although Cortado focuses on interactive process discovery,
it offers users novel means to explore, analyze and filter event
data. By providing variant visualizations that take concurrency
into account, and a corresponding query language tailored to

these variants, new opportunities arise for users to analyze event
data. In addition, supporting the xes file format [39], a standard
for event logs, ensures operability with other process mining
tools. For instance, users can use Cortado as an exploration and
filtering-only tool, exporting the preprocessed data and loading
it into other process mining tools for further analysis. The same
applies to the functionalities of conformance checking/temporal
performance analysis. If users already have a process model, they
can import it into Cortado and make use of the implemented
techniques.

Furthermore, as depicted in Fig. 1, Cortado’s backend builds
around the Python library Cortado-core that implements all rel-
evant algorithms [15–20]. Thus, Cortado-core can be considered
an independent contribution that can be embedded as a library
within other process mining software projects and be used for
research projects, for instance, to compare to other discovery
algorithms.

5. Conclusion

Cortado combines various techniques and algorithms into a
dedicated process mining tool for interactive process discovery.
We introduced Cortado’s three main functional areas: event data
handling, conformance checking/ temporal performance analysis,
and incremental process discovery, and have discussed how these
functionalities benefit the overall goal of interactive process dis-
covery. Since Cortado is designed for end-users, primarily process
analysts and researchers in process mining, we presented se-
lected screenshots showing an excerpt of the functionalities from
the user’s point of view. Further, we introduced its architecture,
divided into a frontend and a backend that includes a Python
library called Cortado-core; this library implements all relevant
process mining algorithms and approaches.
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